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Matthew Crawford 


SO2 Emissions Trading  


 Before 1990 SO2 emissions were reaching critical levels and causing millions of dollars 


of damage to the environment and infrastructure through the creation of acid rain. In order to 


combat this environmental disaster the US government passed Title IV of the 1990 Clean Air 


Act. This law created a cap and trade system which used allowances to regulate the amount of 


SO2 emissions allowed to be released by power generating, coal fired plants. This cap and trade 


approach to environmental regulation was the first of its kind. Before this plan most governments 


used a command and control style system which was largely ineffectual. As of 2010, SO2 


emissions have been cut by approximately 50% as a result of Title IV of the Clean Air Act [5]. 


This paper seeks to explain why Title IV was so effective at reducing the amount of SO2 


emissions in the United States as well as to find other environmental issues that could be fixed 


by implementing a cap and trade system similar to the Title IV program.  


 Acid rain is caused by a reaction between SO2 released by coal fired power plants and 


ozone in the atmosphere. The SO2 and O3 and water in the atmosphere create H2SO4 which is a 


form of acid rain. Acid rain in the mid-1980s before Title IV was enacted caused 5 billion dollars 


of damage annually across 17 states in the United States [2]. Title IV of the Clean Air Act of 


1990 was made up of two phases, Phase 1 and Phase 2. Phase 1 took place from 1995 to 1999 


and the goal of Phase 1 was to curtail the emissions from the 263 dirties generating units in the 


United States [1]. These dirties units were also known as Table A units. The term “unit” does not 


refer to a power plant as a whole. A power plant is made up of several generating units and units 


can vary in size and quality inside of a plant. So a plant could have a generating unit which is 


very inefficient and releases large amounts of pollutants, while having a state of the art 








generating unit right next to the old one which meets the pollution standards set by Title IV. 


Phase 2, which took place from 2000 to the present day, mandated that all new units must 


conform to the tighter cap on emissions [1].  


 With the initiation of Title IV in 1995 owners of coal fired plants were given a set 


number of allowances which permitted them to release one ton of SO2 for every allowance that 


they owned. These allowances were first given, at no cost, by the US government to these 


companies and the companies were allowed to trade these allowances. Also, the US government 


would hold auctions where companies could buy allowances. Any new companies that were 


formed after this initial distribution of allowances had to either buy allowances at the auctions or 


they could buy allowances from existing companies that had extra allowances that they did not 


need. This is where the term “cap and trade” comes from; the government sets and overall limit 


for the amount of SO2 emissions for each company (the cap) and then gives out or sells the 


allowances. Companies are allowed to trade these allowances between each other to come under 


the limit set by the government (trade). Some companies find that they can reduce their 


emissions enough to come under the limit just by changing the operating parameters of their 


plants while other companies choose to buy extra allowances from companies that have reduced 


their emissions without having to use extra allowances. This incentivized companies to become 


more efficient so that they could make extra money by selling their excess allowances to less 


efficient companies.  


 Before the cap and trade system was implemented most environmental regulation was 


done through command and control. Command and control works through the government 


setting certain engineering standards that companies have to follow (the command) and if the 


companies do not conform to these engineering standards the companies are punished through a 








penalty (the control) [1] [3]. Most companies do not like this style of regulation because the 


government can dictate what goes on in their plants and what works for one company or plant 


may not work for another company or plant.  


 There are two main ways for a plant to reduce their emissions of SO2, and that is through 


burning lower sulfur content coal or by installing SO2 scrubbers [1]. SO2 scrubbers work by 


passing the flue gases through a slurry of CaCO3 which absorbs the SO2 and sends CO2 out the 


chimney [4]. These SO2 scrubbers are very expensive, on the order of 125 million dollars [1], 


which is the reason why most companies chose to go with the second alternative of using lower 


concentration sulfur coal to burn. The lower concentration sulfur coal is more expensive due to 


the fact that it has to be brought in by train from the Midwest but the extra cost is still lower than 


designing and installing a sulfur scrubber in the plant [1]. Figure 1 below shows the sharp 


decline in 1995 in SO2 emissions as a result of Title IV being enforced. The graph also shows the 


estimated SO2 emissions if nothing was done and the pollution was allowed to go on 


unregulated.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


   


Figure 1: SO2 Emissions After Title IV Was Enforced [1] 








Figure 1 also shows the US government’s plan for progressively lowering the cap for SO2 


emissions over time. This is the main way that the government controls the amount of SO2 


getting into the atmosphere. There are a few reasons why the amount of compliance from 


generating companies was massive during Phase 1 of Title IV. First, the companies were given 


time between 1990 when the legislation was passed and 1995 when the laws were enforced to 


make their plans comply with Title IV. Also, companies knew that allowance prices would 


increase in Phase 2 so they wanted to get their hands on as many allowances as possible before 


the prices rose [1]. The other reason was due to companies making shipping deals with low 


sulfur coal dealers. When these deals were first made rail shipping prices of low sulfur coal were 


expensive, but because of the increase in demand for low sulfur coal rail shipping prices fell 


causing even more plants to start to use low sulfur content coal [1].  


Once the emissions trading market was established it behaved like a normal market 


reaching an equilibrium price and quantity. Figure 2 below shows the allowance prices as a 


function of time from 1992 to 1997. There is some trading before 1995 because the government 


wanted to see what price information could be expected from the market before the 1995 


deadline [1]. The CF, EX, and EATX lines are the prices in the various allowance markets and 


the last line is the clearing prices for allowances in the US government auctions. Figure 2 shows 


that there was very little difference between buying an allowance from the CF, EX, or EATX 


markets and buying an allowance from a US government auction.  


 


  


 








 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: Allowance Prices Over Time [1] 


 The previous discussion has dealt with effectiveness of Title IV over the first couple of 


years after 1995. When Title IV was enacted there were many critics of the bill because no one 


thought that market mechanisms could work for environmental regulation. There was also a lot 


of political rhetoric being thrown back and forth over the philosophy of cap and trade. Through 


all of this adversity Title IV still passed and now that about two decades have passed since that 


time the viability of the cap and trade idea can be analysed.  


 Title IV was a massive success in every sense, cap and trade proved to be the correct way 


to regulate the skyrocketing SO2 emissions in the United States. In 2003, the Office of 


Management and Budget found that the Acid Raid Program accounted for the largest human 


health benefits at 70 million dollars [5]. The hardest area hit by the acid rain damage was the 


Northeast and Midwest areas due to the large concentration of coal fired generation plants in 


those areas. As a result of Title IV wet sulfate deposition, acid rain, is down by approximately 


25% to 50% in the Northeast from 1990 [5]. Figure 3 below shows the change in acid rain 








concentrations from 1989 to 2002. As it can be seen in the maps below, Title IV has been a 


massive success in every possible way. Even though many people in the government did not  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3: Acid Rain Concentrations From 1989 to 2002 


Title IV of the 1990 Clean Air Act to pass due to the untested nature of cap and trade, it can now 


be said definitively that cap and trade does work and is the ideal mechanism by which 


governments can control pollution.  


 Just because cap and trade worked to reduce SO2 emissions in the United States does not 


mean that cap and trade works in every scenario, particularly on the international level. The cap 


and trade system works very well when it is implemented by a governing body whom has 


absolute power over the people or companies they are regulating. This is why the Acid Rain 


Program worked so well in the United States. If a company did not comply with Title IV there 








were immediate and harsh financial penalties that included fines and inspections. The companies 


could not refuse to pay the fines or they would be fined even more and potentially not allowed to 


sell power using the United States power grid. This type of harsh penalty does not work on the 


international stage because there is no one higher power than the countries themselves. Yes, 


there is NATO and the United Nations but these organizations have no real teeth. If a country 


chooses to ignore an international cap and trade system nothing will really happen to them if they 


are a big enough player on the international stage, such as a China or United States. China has 


blatantly ignored international pollution regulations for years citing that modernized Western 


countries were allowed to pollute as much as they wanted when they were first building up their 


countries. Only recently China has started to worry about pollution due to the massive amounts 


of smog that hang over their cities and are poising their people.  


 This is what I have so far for my paper. I used the international stage as an example of a 


market that cannot be regulated by using cap and trade and now I want to find a market that 


could be fixed by using cap and trade regulation. Dr. McCain suggested that I look into the 


Pacific fisheries along the West coast of the United States. I have started researching the fisheries 


but I do not feel researched in the topic enough to speak intelligently about it in this paper 


currently. I am also planning on adding more economic analysis into the paper.  
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